2022 Open Invention Network By the Numbers
10 Exciting Facts

Approaching 4,000 worldwide members

>145 organizations joined our community as new members (plus over 20 individual developers & inventors)

11 of the World's Biggest Open Source Companies are OIN Members

- Microsoft
- GitHub
- Alibaba Group
- Tencent
- Red Hat
- IBM
- Alphabet
- SAP
- Meta
- Huawei
- Sony

337 new software packages strengthened our Linux System definition update

Linux System definition now protects 3,730 packages against PAEs & other patent attacks

Our community members own 2.86 million patents & applications in aggregate, up from 2.79 million last year.

In total, our community increased its patent & application holdings by over 70,000 this year, significantly reducing open source risks from patent aggression in the Linux System

Online sphere of influences reaches >4,000 individuals & companies through our INSIDER and social media

Distributed 7 press releases, earning headlines in 45 domestic & international publications

Published 10 whitepapers, public industry reports & infographics

Shared 6 issues of INSIDER, our bi-monthly eNewsletter